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Back of the book
Palpitations
Slum Doggy Dog

When a movie becomes so huge
that it’s less cinema and more
phenomenon, phrases slip into
the lexicon. Note, “I’ll be back” or
“May the Force Be with You” or
“Hasta la vista, baby”, which con-
tinue to be uttered by billions
when entering and exiting rooms,
with the notion that they are
being wildly witty and thorough-
ly original.  Slumdog, I assume is
one word. If it was two, it could be
interpreted literally, as the thing
itself, ie, a dog in a slum (eg: slum
Chihuahua, slum terrier). No,
ours defines a person derided
(“You stole my Indian Express,
you Slumdog!”), is now an official
thesaurus phrase and, much like

chicken tikka masala or curry
and lager, a British invention.
The book upon which the movie
is based doesn’t enter into any
dog-related insults but is simply
titled Q&A, which makes sense
given it’s about someone answer-
ing questions. The film however
elevates its protagonist into a
noun to describe a luckless teen
who inhabits squalor-laden envi-
rons in a Dharavi-esque milieu.
Slumdogs, therefore, could reside
anywhere from Sao Paulo to
Sydney as long as three basic cri-
teria are met: the presence of
street-smarts, hopelessness and
home being a place uncannily
close to faeces. 

The possibilities of the new
noun are endless. Below are some
suggestions. 
Slumdogs (n, plural) More
than one. Eg: Biju, Kelu, Govinda
realised that together, they were
Orissa’s Slumdogs.
Slumdi (n, plural) A gathering
of many Slumdogs (also see
Slumdogs). Eg: The Slumdi
attacked at night like a thunder-
ing herd. 
Slumdoo (n) A female slum-

dog. Eg: Look at Rukshita, even
though she inherited nothing, she
doesn’t live like a slumdoo.  
Slumdoggery (n) To describe
cheating in penurious circum-
stances Eg: Don’t give Gholu any
leftover cabbage.  He engages in
conniving slumdoggery.  
Slumdogian (adj) A philoso-
phy, an attitude to life. Eg: Unlike
most of Delhi’s nouveau riche,
Chief Justice Khosla’s ideas of
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Slumdogana (n) Nostalgic
memorabilia. Eg: Now that
Kapur had money, he noticed his
torn Fab India shirt, his broken
bicycle and that the room reeked
of slumdogana.
Slumdogger (adj) A personali-
ty trait that perpetuates slum-
doggedness and imposes it on
others Eg: Harish may be a slum-
dogger but why does he force

Sheetal?  
Slumdoggee (n) One upon
whom slumdoggedness has been
inflicted. Eg: Marriage to Harish
has made Sheetal a slumdoggee.
Slumdoggednness (adj) A
way of life. Eg: That last hole in
Pradip’s last sock was further
cause for his slumdoggedness, as
he wistfully stared out of his hut. 
Slumdogging (v) To actively
engage in destitution. Eg: His
friends were buying iPods and
fancy cars, but Viresh was slum-
dogging.  
Slumdog-esque (adj)
Suggesting a surrounding. Eg:
The new boutique had the glam-
our of a luxury brand but the
neighbourhood was visibly slum-
dog-esque.
Slumdogged (v) To add fur-
ther drudgery to an existing
ordeal. Eg: Broken, slumdogged,
insulted, Varun had no place to go
but the edge of the cliff. 

The above holds no official
credibility within the English
language and therefore would
not be able to defend itself in a
court of linguistics versus Messrs
Wren and Martin.

Morparia

Slumdi (n, plural) 
A gathering of many
Slumdogs.
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